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Leonard Piszkiewicz of Santa Clara, California, has been selected as the 
recipient of the 2011 Luff Award for Distinguished Philatelic Research. 
 
Len Piszkiewicz has distinguished himself as a researcher and the author of 
approximately 200 articles in journals like The American Philatelist, United 
States Specialist, Illinois Postal Historian, The Chronicle of U.S. Classic Postal Issues, Transit 
Postmark Collector, First Days, Modern Postal History Journal, Auxiliary Markings, and 
Copacarta. He is the author of two seminal books in specialized fields of our country's postal 
history: Chicago Postal Markings and Postal History (2006) and United States Supplementary 
Mail (2009). 
 
His articles in The United States Specialist on supplementary mail, as well as the book he 
authored on this subject, provide analysis and discussion of the history of this type of mail based 
on original research of postal archives, newspapers, and other sources, resulting in a new 
understanding of this mail and its handling. Other examples of his original research are revealed 
in an article in The Chronicle of U.S. Classic Postal Issues (1996) describing a previously 
mysterious and not understood type of Chicago postmark with initials used in 1863, and a report 
in Linn's Weekly Stamp News (1963) that explained a missing color variety in the Overrun 
Country series. 
 
Len's editorial skills have insured the highest quality in publications he has edited. These include 
The United States Specialist from 1998 until present and the Illinois Postal Historian from 1990 
to the present. He also edited Roland Rustad's book The Prexies (1994) and was production 
editor of the Durland Standard Plate Number Catalog, 2008 edition. 
 
Len Piszkiewicz has received outstanding awards not only for exhibits but also for his writing. 
The U.S. Philatelic Classics Society has honored him with the Stanley B. Ashbrook Cup, and 
twice with the Susan McDonald award. He is a highly regarded researcher, writer, and editor. 
 


